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Quiz 11

Truth or 🐮💩

1. ☐✔️ or  ☐🐮💩

2. ☐✔️ or  ☐🐮💩

3. ☐✔️ or  ☐🐮💩

4. ☐✔️ or  ☐🐮💩

5. ☐✔️ or  ☐🐮💩

6. ☐✔️ or  ☐🐮💩

7. ☐✔️ or  ☐🐮💩

8. ☐✔️ or  ☐🐮💩

9. ☐✔️ or  ☐🐮💩

10.☐✔️ or  ☐🐮💩

11.☐✔️ or  ☐🐮💩

12.☐✔️ or  ☐🐮💩

13.☐✔️ or  ☐🐮💩

14.☐✔️ or  ☐🐮💩

15.☐✔️ or  ☐🐮💩

1. In November 1973, frozen ducks rained from the sky in Arkansas

2. Oscar Wilde always used to wear a carnation dyed green

3. The Cantonese title for The Full Monty translates as Six Naked Pigs

4. Coconut Milk can be used as a blood plasma substitute in an emergency

5. Green potatoes can be poisonous

6. Lord Edward Allsop attempted to assassinate the Prime Minister William Pitt the Elder, using a

dagger concealed in his wig

7. Americans on average eat eighteen acres of pizza everyday

8. In Oklahoma, its illegal to wrestle a bear

9. Abraham Lincoln first grew his trademark beard because he had a pockmarked chin

10. Until the 1500s, Carlisle was in Scotland

11. The book 'Chitty Chitty Bang Bang' contains a recipe for Fudge

12. Princess Anne was once arrested for riding her horse on the hard shoulder of the M1

13. In 2015, a woman in Ohio was killed on the way to her 100th birthday party when she was run

over by the van delivering her cake

14. Australia is host to an annual fish throwing competition

15. There are more ghosts than dogs in Shakespeare's play
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Quiz 11

Truth or 🐮💩

1. Truth

2. Truth

3. Truth

4. Truth

5. Truth

6. 🐮💩

7. Truth

8. Truth

9. 🐮💩

10.🐮💩

11.Truth

12.🐮💩

13.🐮💩

14.Truth

15.Truth

1. In November 1973, frozen ducks rained from the sky in Arkansas

2. Oscar Wilde always used to wear a carnation dyed green

3. The Cantonese title for The Full Monty translates as Six Naked Pigs

4. Coconut Milk can be used as a blood plasma substitute in an emergency

5. Green potatoes can be poisonous

6. Lord Edward Allsop attempted to assassinate the Prime Minister William Pitt the Elder, using a

dagger concealed in his wig

7. Americans on average eat eighteen acres of pizza everyday

8. In Oklahoma, its illegal to wrestle a bear

9. Abraham Lincoln first grew his trademark beard because he had a pockmarked chin

10. Until the 1500s, Carlisle was in Scotland

11. The book 'Chitty Chitty Bang Bang' contains a recipe for Fudge

12. Princess Anne was once arrested for riding her horse on the hard shoulder of the M1

13. In 2015, a woman in Ohio was killed on the way to her 100th birthday party when she was run

over by the van delivering her cake

14. Australia is host to an annual fish throwing competition

15. There are more ghosts than dogs in Shakespeare's play
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